


Master Floors India Pvt. Ltd. based in GURGAON & branch office in Lucknow is a largest specialized concrete flooring 

company in India. We provide full stop solution in designing and building of concrete floors, road pavments and all types of 

flooring solutions. It is a Private Limited Company established in 2015 and managing project works country-wide. Since its 

inception, Master Floors India Pvt. Ltd. has always aimed at A Grade output and client gratification. 

We endeavour to add beauty and grace to your floors. We have been consistently providing a cost effective & catholic 

solutions to the leading organizations, various industries and warehouses, offering joint-less floors, seamless floors, floor 

hardening treatment as well as complete construction resolution for shielding and beautification of Industrial Warehousing 

and Institutional Floors along with land scapping. We have been successfully undertaking and delivering projects 

throughout the country and as a result we have earned an outstanding reputation for reliability. We have highly 

experienced and well qualified team of Engineers and Professionals, who are dedicated towards their job and delivering 

the flawless services.

We stand to offer innovative, creative 

& decorative concrete flooring systems 

which are not only matching industrial 

standards but have a green approach.

We envision ourselves to be a leader 

in designing and construction of high 

tolerance, jointless seamless and 

impact free floors, satisfying 

customers with efficient and innovative 

design that are built with the latest 

technology in floor construction.

With a team of young and dynamic 

minds under the guidance of 

experienced professionals, we make 

our best efforts to use latest machinery 

& technology blending with us to 

provide best concrete floors and 

flooring solutions

* To provide best services and solutions 

that reduces the long term maintenance 

cost of the client and to ensure efficient 

plus timely delivery of the project

Nobody is having money from ancestors 

now a days, any project initiated by a 

client is like their once in a lifetime 

dream in which they invest their hard 

earned money, when we receive a 

project, we feel obliged and aim to:

* Construct concrete floors maintaining 

the highest quality standards systems 

and safety standards as per Global 

norms.

About us:

Vision Mission Quality Policy



From the beginning of the project of Road and Flooring work, we give high 

importance to soil compaction, GSB compaction, WMM compaction as per IS 

code/TR 34 Guidelines.

The performance of a floor depends on it’s design, specifications and the technique 

used in it's construction. It starts with understanding the requirement of: How the 

floor will be used? At Master Floors, we understand the importance and significance 

of the floor in warehousing/ industrial sector. While designing the floor, we consider 

all parameters and known load factors, floor impact, MHE traffic, floor finishing and 

accordingly choose the right method and material to deliver the best floor. A 

successfully constructed floors are a results of an integrated and detailed planning 

process that focuses on the current and potential future use of the floor.

The requirement for concrete industrial ground floor include 
the following.

Ÿ The Floor should have the required type of finish.

Ÿ The floor should be serviceable, assuming planned maintenance and 

no gross misuse or overloading.

Ÿ Joints should be robust in both design and construction.

Ÿ Joints and reinforcement should be detailed to minimise the risk of 

cracking.

Ÿ The Floor surface should have suitable abrasion, chemical and slip 

resistance.

Ÿ Joint layout should be taken into account, the location of racking 

uprights or mezzanine floor columns.

Ÿ The floor must be able to carry the required static point loads. uniformly 

distributed loads and dynamic loads, without unacceptable deflection, 

cracking, settlement or damage to joints.

Ÿ The Floor surface should have suitable surface regularity.

Designing, Building & Consulting 
Concrete Floors as per TR 34 Guidelines for Industries/Warehouses/Manufacturing Units



PRODUCTS

Glued Hooked-End Steel Fibre

Hooked-End Steel Fibre

Undulated Round Steel Fibre

Flat Crimped Steel Fibre

 Master Hard

 Master Hard Ultra

Range of Steel Fibre:

Densify Your Floor With:

    Master Speed Plate Dowels

    Master Diamond Plate Dowels 

Load Transfer Mechanism:

Master Mesh 3S (13-19 MM) 

Master Anti-Crak HD (Microfiber 36 MM )

Armour Joint (Joint Protection System)

Perminator Under Slab Vapor Barrier

Rang of Polypropylene Fibre:

and many more . . .



SYSTEMS
Laser Screed Floor

Super Flat Floors

Truss Screed Floor

Seamless/Jointless Floor

VNA Floor

Earth Work

Epoxy Flooring

PU Flooring

Concrete Densification

and Dustproofing

Road Work/Pavment

Retro Plating System

Decorative Concrete

FM2/FM3/

DM1/DM2

as per TR-34 

Guidelines

}

Joint/Crack Repair

Repair, Rehabilitation

and Retrofitting of Floors

Column and Wall Isolation

Control and Construction Joints

Stamp Concrete



PROJECTS

and many more . . .
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CLIENTELE

and many more . . .



Our Associated Partners

HEAD OFFICE:

5th Floor 507, Vipul Trade Centre, Sohna Road

Sector-48, Gurugram, Haryana- 122103, Ph: 0124-2666124

Mob: 9599192195, 9717792415

Email: info@masterfloors.in | Web: www.masterfloors.in

BRANCH OFFICE

B-2, 211, DLF MyPad, Vibhuti Khand, Gomti Nagar

Lucknow- 226010

Ph: 9599192195, 9717792415

Email: masterfloorsindia21@gmail.com

Web: www..masterfloors.in


